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Simulation

Watershed modeling using large-scale
distributed computing in Condor and the
Soil and Water Assessment Tool model

Margaret W Gitau1, Li-Chi Chiang2, Mohamed Sayeed3 and
Indrajeet Chaubey4

Abstract

Models are increasingly being used to quantify the effects of best management practices (BMPs) on water quality. While

these models offer the ability to study multiple BMP scenarios, and to analyze impacts of various management decisions

on watershed response, associated analyses can be very computationally intensive due to a large number of runs needed

to fully capture the various uncertainties in the model outputs. There is, thus, the need to develop suitable and efficient

techniques to handle such comprehensive model evaluations. We demonstrate a novel approach to accomplish a large

number of model runs with Condor, a distributed high-throughput computing framework for model runs with the Soil

and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model. This application required more than 43,000 runs of the SWAT model to

evaluate the impacts of 172 different watershed management decisions combined with weather uncertainty on water

quality. The SWAT model was run in the Condor environment implemented on the TeraGrid. This framework signif-

icantly reduced the model run time from 2.5 years to 18 days and enabled us to perform comprehensive BMP analyses

that may not have been possible with traditional model runs on a few desktop computers. The Condor system can be

used effectively to make Monte Carlo analyses of complex watershed models requiring a large number of computational

cycles.
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1. Introduction

The interactions among watershed geophysical attrib-
utes (e.g. land use, soils, topography), climate, land
management, and their impacts on hydrologic and
water quality response at various spatial and temporal
scales are highly complex and non-linear. Given these
complexities, watershed models are often used to quan-
tify these interactions. Similarly, watershed models are
increasingly used to evaluate watershed response under
various climate and management scenarios, and to
make watershed management recommendations for
improving water quality.1 For example, many studies
have used the modeling results to evaluate the effective-
ness of best management practices (BMPs) and to
determine the optimum BMPs, which can greatly
improve water quality in watersheds.2–5

The recent advances in computational resources,
such as the availability of fast computers with large
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memory, have enabled greater representation of
watershed heterogeneity in model development, and
simulation of a greater number of management sce-
narios than was possible even a decade ago.
However, there are still a number of computational
challenges in applying complex watershed models to
evaluate the impact of various watershed manage-
ment decisions on watershed response functions.
These challenges include: (1) inverse modeling to
effectively identify model parameters through a
model calibration process, so that watershed response
predictions for future conditions can be made; and
(2) quantifying model output uncertainty due to var-
ious input data and model parameters. In the inverse
modeling, measured data are used to compare the
model outputs and to adjust the model parameters
until a satisfactory match between the measured
and modeled data are obtained. A number of inverse
modeling approaches have been developed for com-
plex watershed models. These approaches are compu-
tationally very intensive and require a larger number
of model runs. Model calibration to identify param-
eter values requires sensitivity analyses and parameter
estimation to match model predictions with observed
watershed response data using predefined objective
functions. Although there are some parameters that
have been generally found sensitive, there is some
degree of site specificity related to base conditions
used for various parameters,6 thus the need for site-
specific sensitivity analyses.

Sensitivity analyses and autocalibration of the Soil
and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model7 are
reported to range from a few days to more than a
month,8 primarily due to the very large number of
model runs needed for parameter identification.
Zhang et al.9 needed 10,000 model runs to estimate
SWAT parameters using single- and multi-
objective optimization methods. Similar computa-
tional requirements have been reported by Bekele
and Nicklow10 for the SWAT model. Likewise, vari-
ous researchers have documented the need for uncer-
tainty quantification in model predictions from
various sources of error, such as input variability,
model algorithms, model calibration data, parameter
variability, etc.11,12 Uncertainty analyses may require
a large number of model runs and can be computa-
tionally expensive considering the size of the water-
shed, model representation, and period of
simulation.13

Recently, there has been considerable interest
in quantifying the impact of various BMPs in improv-
ing water quality using watershed models. The
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
has funded several Conservation Effectiveness
Assessment Program (CEAP) studies to evaluate

how various BMPs interact in improving water
quality at various spatial and temporal scales
(http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/nri/ceap/index.html).
Many of these studies involve running watershed
models, such as the SWAT to evaluate the interac-
tions of watershed geophysical characteristics, cli-
mate, and BMPs on hydrologic/water quality
response. The SWAT model has more than 200
parameters that describe various land and water
phases of hydrologic cycles, and watershed response
outputs. A large number of model parameters neces-
sitate a large number of model runs for sensitivity
analysis, parameter estimation, or for Monte Carlo
assessment of output uncertainty. The run time for
a single model run depends on the size of the water-
shed, watershed discretization, and length of the sim-
ulation period. Typically, it can range from a few
minutes to more than 1 hour for an eight-digit
hydrologic unit code (HUC) watershed. A sequential
model run for parameter estimation, model calibra-
tion, or watershed response predictions can thus take
a relatively long time, ranging from a few days to
months.8 The application of a calibrated watershed
model to evaluate the effectiveness of various BMPs
in improving water quality can also be computation-
ally cumbersome. For example, Maringanti et al.14

have reported that optimizing BMPs in agricultural
watersheds using the SWAT model may require a
very large number of model runs (10300 runs for an
agricultural watershed having 500 farms and four
BMPs possible for each farm). This computational
burden is one of the primary reasons why the
SWAT model has not been used to optimize BMPs
in large agricultural watersheds.14

In this paper, we present the use of a high-
throughput computing framework called Condor,15,16

a public domain high-throughput computing software
system, to accomplish the large number of SWAT
model runs for output uncertainty analyses, and BMP
effectiveness assessment. Condor utilizes unused idle
cycles of desktop machines or clusters,15,17 thus allow-
ing a large number of sequential and parallel jobs to be
executed. This application is demonstrated through a
case study of evaluating the impact of 172 different
watershed management decisions on watershed
response under uncertain weather conditions. This
application required more than 43,000 runs of the
SWAT model. This novel application allowed us to effi-
ciently perform a large number of SWAT runs in a
complex watershed. It should be noted that the
SWAT model results are provided here primarily as a
case study to demonstrate the utility of the Condor
system in making a large number of complex watershed
model runs. Detailed SWAT results are reported in
Chaubey et al.18 and Chiang et al.19
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2. Material and methods

2.1. Study watershed description

This study was conducted in the Lincoln Lake
Watershed, a 32 km2 watershed located in the
Ozark Highlands of the northwest Arkansas, USA
(Figure 1). Moores Creek and Beatty Branch are
two major tributaries that flow into Lincoln Lake
(Figure 1). Dominant land uses in the watershed,
based on 2004 Landsat data, include forest (39% of
the total watershed area), pastures (36% of the
watershed area), and urban (12% of the watershed
area). Non-point source (NPS) transport of nutrients,
sediment, and pathogens from agricultural activities
is a major concern in this area.20,21 The rolling hills
in this region are home to numerous poultry farms
and pastures that produce abundant forage for
numerous beef and dairy cattle. The predominant
use of animal manure in the area has been as a

fertilizer for perennial forage crops. There is growing
concern that excess land applications of animal
manure can lead to surface and ground water pollu-
tion due to increased runoff losses of nutrients such
as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), sediment, and
pathogens (e.g. Edwards et al.22). Increasingly, water-
sheds are unable to utilize the high levels of fertilizers
and animal manure applied to them. The result is
increases in noxious, oxygen-consuming and some-
times toxic algal blooms, deteriorations of fisheries,
and general degradation of water quality.23

This watershed is one of the 13 CEAP watersheds
funded by the USDA Cooperative State Research,
Education, and Extension Service (USDA-CSREES)
to evaluate the effectiveness of various BMPs in
improving the water quality and to evaluate how
BMPs interact at various spatial and temporal scales
to affect water quality. To minimize NPS pollution
and to improve water quality, several management

Figure 1. Location of the Lincoln Lake watershed, stream gauging stations, and land use.
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practices have been adopted in the watershed over
the past 15 years, including reduced poultry litter
and commercial fertilizer application rates, applica-
tion timing and chemical amendment to poultry
litter, improved grazing and pasture management,
and edge-of-field and riparian buffer zones.
Discharge and water quality measurements have
been done in the watershed to quantify concentra-
tions and loads of various water quality parameters,
including sediment and various forms of nitrogen (N)
and phosphorus (P).

2.2. SWAT model description

The methodology is demonstrated using an example
application of the SWAT model to evaluate perfor-
mance of various management practices and stochasti-
city in future weather conditions in improving water
quality. The SWAT model is a physically based, con-
tinuous simulation, daily time-step, distributed-
parameter river basin, or watershed-scale hydrological
model.7,24 It was designed to predict the impacts of land
use and land management practices on water, sediment
and agricultural chemical yields in complex watersheds
over long periods of time. Detailed descriptions of this
model have been presented previously by a number of
authors, for example Arabi et al.,2 Migliaccio and
Chaubey,13 White and Chaubey,25 Gitau et al.,4,26

and Gassman et al.,27 among others. The model has
the ability to provide watershed response output at var-
ious temporal (daily, monthly, and annual) and spatial
(Hydrologic Response Unit or HRU, basin and sub-
basin, stream reach) scales. The HRUs are the basic
units upon which model computations are performed.
The SWAT allows flexibility in subdividing sub-basins
into unique HRUs based on user-specified land use and
soil distribution thresholds. These thresholds determine
the degree of lumping within the model and can both be
set to zero to preclude lumping.

Of interest to this study were three key output files:
the standard output file (output.std); the HRU level
output file (output.hru); and the output at designated
watershed outlets (out.out). Making such evaluations
requires a large number of simulations of watershed
models, thus necessitating the need for the development
of this approach. For example, this application of the
SWAT model to evaluate the performance of 172 dif-
ferent management practices under 250 simulated
weather realizations required more than 43,000 runs
of the SWAT model. The details about the model devel-
opment, the Condor system, and execution in Condor
are provided in the subsequent sections. Even though
this application is demonstrated using the SWAT
model, we, however, believe that the system so devel-
oped is applicable to other watershed models also,

provided that those models can be run on platforms
supporting Condor.

The SWAT model was selected in part because of the
flexibility it offers in discretization of the watershed and
its ability to provide watershed response output at var-
ious temporal and spatial scales. Various automated
geospatial tools and methods have been developed to
prepare model input files28,29 and to calibrate model
parameters.9,30 The SWAT model has been successfully
applied to quantify the water quality impacts of various
management decisions at various spatial scales ranging
from fields26,31 to large watersheds.32,33 More than 350
peer-reviewed journal articles have been published dem-
onstrating the capability of the SWAT model to evaluate
watershed response at spatial scales ranging from fields
to large watersheds and at temporal scales ranging from
daily to several decades.27 The SWAT model is currently
being applied in many of the USDA CEAP watersheds
to evaluate the watershed response under various BMP
implementation conditions.

2.3. SWAT input development

For this study, 30-m United States Geological Survey
(USGS) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data were
used for watershed delineation. Land use data with
30-m spatial resolution representing 2004 land use/
cover in the watershed were obtained from the Center
for Advanced Spatial Technology (CAST), University
of Arkansas. Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO,
1:12,000–1:63,360) level soils data were obtained from
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
Soils Data Mart.34 In order to preclude lumping of
different land use and soil categories, and to give the
HRUs a spatial definition, HRUs were defined using
the 0/0% land use and soil definition threshold.4

Giving the HRUs a spatial definition was instrumental
in defining the baseline scenario, as it allowed more
precise representation of current practice.

The simulation period of interest for this study was
2004–2028. The SWAT model was run from 2001 to
2028 with the initial three years of the simulation
used as the model warm up period. Model simulations
for future conditions require generation of weather
data (e.g. precipitation, temperature, solar radiation,
etc.). In order to incorporate the impact of stochasticity
in weather on BMP performance, 250 different weather
realizations were generated from 2001–2028 using
WXGEN,35 a weather generator software. WXGEN
is also used by the SWAT model to generate weather
data for future conditions or to fill the missing weather
data for historical data. Within the SWAT, the gener-
ator uses a random seed to generate weather data at
each run. In order to ensure that the same weather
realization was used for all scenarios at each instant,
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and also to improve computation efficiency, we
obtained WXGEN as a stand-alone application and
generated all weather data prior to performing the
SWAT runs. Measured historical data (1990–2002)
from the watershed were used as an input to the
WXGEN model. The generated weather data included
daily precipitation, solar radiation, wind speed, and
minimum and maximum air temperatures.

This study considered 171 different BMP scenarios
(Table 1). These 171 BMP scenarios included three gen-
eral pasture management categories: (1) grazing and
pasture management; (2) riparian and buffer zones;
and (3) poultry litter and commercial fertilizer applica-
tion practices (Table 1). These scenarios were selected
based on numerous discussions with county extension
agents and farmers and represent management options
that can be adopted to manage pasture lands in this and
other regional watersheds. Grazing and pasture

management comprised three levels: no grazing, opti-
mum grazing, and over grazing. Based on information
on typical optimal grazing management, we assumed
that the cattle grazed through the entire watershed in
30 days and stayed for approximately 4–6 days in each
pasture HRU.36 The overgrazing application started on
30 September and lasted for 213 days until 30 April of
each year. Three different widths of riparian/buffer
zones were evaluated in this study (0, 15, 30 m). We
assumed that the buffer strips were located at the end
of pasture fields and received runoff from pasture areas.
With regard to poultry litter and commercial fertilizer
applications, three factors were considered: poultry litter
application rates, litter characteristics (alum-amended
litter and non-amended litter), and application timing
(spring, summer, and fall). Litter application rates
used in this study were 1, 1.5 and 2 tons/acre for
spring (applied on 30 April) and summer (31 August)

Table 1. List of best management practice scenarios analyses in the Soil and Water Assessment Tool model

Bffer width

0 m 30 m 15 m

Grazing and pasture management

Manure application (tons/acre) NG OG OVG NG OG OVG NG OG OVG

No application 1a 20 39 58 77 96 115 134 153

Spring app

1 A 2 21 40 59 78 97 116 135 154

1.5 A 3 22 41 60 79 98 117 136 155

2 A 4 23 42 61 80 99 118 137 156

1 NA 5 24 43 62 81 100 119 138 157

1.5 NA 6 25 44 63 82 101 120 139 158

2 NA 7 26 45 64 83 102 121 140 159

Summer

1 A 8 27 46 65 84 103 122 141 160

1.5 A 9 28 47 66 85 104 123 142 161

2 A 10 29 48 67 86 105 124 143 162

1 NA 11 30 49 68 87 106 125 144 163

1.5 NA 12 31 50 69 88 107 126 145 164

2 NA 13 32 51 70 89 108 127 146 165

Fall

2 A 14 33 52 71 90 109 128 147 166

2.5 A 15 34 53 72 91 110 129 148 167

3 A 16 35 54 73 92 111 130 149 168

2 NA 17 36 55 74 93 112 131 150 169

2.5 NA 18 37 56 75 94 113 132 151 170

3 NA 19 38 57 76 95 114 133 152 171

aScenario numbers.

Grazing management (NG: no grazing, OG: optimum grazing, OVG: over grazing), buffer zone management (0, 15, 30 m) and nutrient management

(spring, summer, and fall applications), where the number indicates the fertilizer amount in ton/acre unit with non-alum (NA) or alum (A) amended

poultry litter.
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applications, and 2, 2.5 and 3 tons/acre for fall applica-
tions (15 October), consistent with current nutrient man-
agement practice (NMP) recommendations in the
watershed. More details about how the SWAT model
simulates those BMPs can be found in Chaubey et al.18

In addition, a baseline scenario (scenario number
172) was built based on historical BMP data developed
for the watershed8 and 2004 land use, land management,
and soils data. The historical database comprises both
spatial (parcel/field) and tabular data and covers BMPs
implemented in the watershed from 1992 to 2006. In
order to build the scenario, a spatial layer of the
HRUs was first developed by overlaying the land use,
soils, and sub-basin data as described by Gitau et al.4

and Gitau.37 The BMP data was then overlaid with the
HRU layer to determine which BMPs pertained to
which HRUs. The BMPs were then input into their
respective HRUs within the SWAT model. Where
more than one HRU occurred within a field, the same
data were used for the HRUs.Where more than one field
with different management occurred within a SWAT-
defined HRU, area-weighted values (for example of
manure application rates) were used for the HRU.

2.4. Description of Condor – a high-throughput
computing system

Condor is a free public domain software system for high-
throughput computing. It allows harvesting of idle cycles
of desktop machines or clusters.15–17,38 The system oper-
ates based on the notion that computers spend as much
time idling as they do in use. Considering a university
setting, for example, idle periods comprise the times
when students are on break and, on a day-to-day basis,
when students and other university personnel break off for
lunch, or for the evenings and weekends. Condor seeks
out such idle processors (CPUs) at run time and distrib-
utes model runs to these processors (Figure 2). The system
gives priority to the owner such that any front-end activity
on the executing computer (e.g. movement of the mouse)
will result in job termination or migration. The Condor
system can be configured to handle applications that are
time intensive and involve large volumes of runs. The
Condor system (head nodes) keeps track of the resources
in theCondor pool, such as individual personal computers
(PCs), lab PCs, and large clusters.

Condor provides two primarymodes (or universes) to
run jobs: the Standard and the Vanilla universe. The
Standard universe provides a variety of advantages
over the Vanilla universe, including check pointing.
This checkpoint mechanism allows process migration
(handled internally in Condor), for example when the
executing CPU is no longer available to the Condor
pool and the running process has to stop, the Condor
scheduler will allocate the job to a new machine.

This universe, however, requires compiling and
re-linking the executable with the appropriate Condor
library. It may not be suitable for use with all programs
(e.g. when source code is not available), thus leading to
restrictions in its use. The Vanilla universe, on the other
hand, can be used with virtually all applications pro-
vided there are no license restrictions.

Jobs submitted to the Condor pool can be tracked
using Condor job management utilities, such as con-
dor_q and condor_status. These commands can be run
with different options to get specific information, for
example, the current status of a job, wall-clock time
accumulated, the host where the job is running, net-
work usage of job, etc. In addition, the status and avail-
ability of computing resources, as well as the nature of
job allocations within these resources, can be moni-
tored using the resource monitoring utility
CondorView. In addition Condor, along with the
Directed Acyclic Graph Manager (DAGMan) meta-
scheduler, provides a facility to control computations
where the input, output, or execution is dependent on
one or more other computations. This is a very useful
functionality provided within Condor for model runs
that have dependencies. Additional information on
Condor is available at the Condor Project home page.16

Computational resources associated with the Condor
pool at Purdue University that are part of the Condor
pool are used in this study. The Condor pool consists of
Linux clusters (x86_64 and ia32 processors), Windows
workstations (WinNT51) in computer labs, and a few
Sun Solaris and MAC OSX nodes.39 The Linux pool is
the largest withmore than 7000 processors (cores). These
large Linux clusters are also part of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) TeraGrid40,41 computational effort
to provide open scientific discovery infrastructure for
high-performance computational resources. Purdue
University, a TeraGrid partner, is the largest provider
of Condor cycles among academic institutions.

2.5. Procedure for making SWAT model
simulations in the Condor framework

Watershed response predictions were needed from 2004–
2028, representing 25 years of model runs for each BMP
scenario. The stochasticity in future weather conditions
was captured by generating 250 weather realizations for
the period of simulation. Thus, the total number of model
runs needed was 43,000 (172 management scenarios �
250 weather realizations for each scenario). Running
the model on a standard Linux workstation took approx-
imately 10 minutes/run. Thus, a simulation time of 7167
CPU hours (299 days) would be needed to complete all
runs on a standard Linux system. Running the SWAT
model in the Condor framework required model reconfi-
guration as explained in the subsequent sections.
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2.5.1. Modifications to the SWAT model code. The
SWAT model has an open source code available at
http://www.brc.tamus.edu/swat/ The model source
code was modified to select the appropriate input files
(the configuration file- file.cio and weather files includ-
ing temperature and precipitation data) dynamically at
run time. As mentioned earlier for each BMP scenario,
250 weather realizations were used; each input file
with different data was suffixed with a number
between 0 and 249 to account for the 250 scenarios.
Accordingly, multiple HRU output file names were
dynamically changed by the program.

By default, the SWAT outputs 68 different output
variables of watershed response. Further, these HRU-
level outputs contain average annual values of the same
variables for each of the HRUs. Typically, a model user
may be interested in only a few model outputs. The
default output file size for each model run was greater
than 100 MB. Storing all model outputs for further
analyses was another challenge in this study.
To reduce the size of the model output files and the
subsequent data storage requirements, we modified
the model in the options input file (file.cio) such that
the model would output only those variables required
for this study (flow, sediment yield, nitrogen and phos-
phorus (various forms), biomass, and yield). In addi-
tion, model codes were modified to remove information
from the HRU output file that was not needed for our

analyses, including the land use and HRU area. While
this information is pertinent to the output, it does not
change from one run to another. With the exception of
the HRU and sub-basin number, and the simulation
month/year, reference to all such information was
removed from the code. This information was
re-created in a separate ‘headers’ file, which was then
used with the HRU-level output during post-
processing. The HRU and sub-basin numbers, and
the month/year left within the HRU output file were
used as checks to ensure that the ‘header’ and output
data were matched accurately for subsequent data anal-
ysis. Adjustments were also made in the code to remove
the average annual output as this information was not
needed in further assessments. Further, all column titles
were removed to facilitate easy reading of data during
post-processing.

2.5.2. SWAT compilation in Linux. In order to run
the SWAT in the Condor environment on Linux clus-
ters, the first step was to port the Windows version of
the SWAT program. This involved creation of a new
instructions (make) file and fixing compilation errors.
We used Intel Fortran compilers for the SWAT model
code compilation. The program was thoroughly tested
on the Linux cluster. The results were validated with
results from an identical SWAT program in the
Windows environment.

Figure 2. Depiction of Condor–Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) distributed computing system.
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Initial testing of the SWAT using the Condor frame-
work in Vanilla Universe mode was done to plan for
the large number of model runs. The runs were done in
the Condor Linux pool using the Condor’s job submis-
sion script. This script allows the user to select a par-
ticular platform (Linux 32 or 64 bits), processor type,
and speed, or any specialized architecture, including the
option to use a shared file system or to move the input
files to the remote machine for execution. All the runs
performed used NFS (Network File System) shared
storage. This also reduced the network traffic, as oth-
erwise the runs would have necessitated moving a large
number of files back and forth, potentially leading to
bottlenecks and relatively longer turnaround times.

2.5.3. Preparation for the Condor submission
file. In order to perform the Condor runs, it was nec-
essary to develop a Condor submission file (Figure 3),
which is an input (text) file containing instructions to
Condor on how to perform model runs. The Condor
submit file comprises several attributes including the
universe, which defines the environment in which runs
are executed, the requirements, which define the desired
machine architecture and operating system, as well as
the file system domain, the environmental variables
(environment), which comprises a set of variables that
denote specific model runs, the executable, which gives
the name of the executable file, and the arguments,
which specify the input(s) that might otherwise have
been supplied through the command line or by other

(non-automated) means. Additional information on
this can be obtained from the Condor user manual.

A key attribute in the submit file is the queue, which
specifies the number of different model runs to be exe-
cuted. The term $ (process) included with the environ-
ment and arguments attributes is a macro that supplies
the values for the run numbers, in this case from 000 to
249. The submit file also includes the names for stan-
dard output, error, and log files, and other instructional
and environment-specific attributes such as the ‘trans-
fer_executable’ command, which tells Condor whether
or not to transfer the executable to the remote (execut-
ing) machine.

2.5.4. Test of SWAT–Condor system runs. Once all
configurations were set and inputs had been prepared,
runs were conducted to test the SWAT–Condor system.
Initial testing was conducted by submitting 10 runs
comprising one scenario with 10 different weather real-
izations. Once these runs were complete, the execution
time was noted. Average annual output at the water-
shed level from some of the runs were also checked
against outputs from standard (non-Condor) runs to
validate the results obtained from Condor batch runs.
The system was further tested by submitting 250 runs,
then 500 and 1000 runs for a single scenario.
Observations were made regarding the timing and per-
formance of the system for each of the sets of runs, as
well as the availability and general performance of
Condor computing resources.

Figure 3. Condor submit file. Attributes give instructions to Condor on how to execute model runs.
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3. Results

3.1. BMP performance analysis

The SWAT model simulations in the Condor frame-
work enabled us to successfully make the large
number of model runs needed for a comprehensive
BMP performance analysis. Figure 4 shows an example
result that was obtained from 43,000 SWAT model
runs. The losses of total sediment, total N, mineral P,
and total P under all 172 different BMP scenarios from
the watershed considering the stochasticity in weather
data are shown in this figure. The dashed horizontal
lines represent the median and maximum amounts of
water quality constituent losses due to weather stochas-
ticity under the current watershed management condi-
tions (baseline). The black vertical boxes represent the
first and third quartile losses of water quality constitu-
ents and the light gray lines represent the range of the
losses. It should be noticed that the performance of the
edge-of-field filter strip in the SWAT model is based on
simple empirical functions of filter width (FILTERW).
The filter strip trapping efficiency for sediment and
nutrients due to the filter strip are calculated as42 trap
¼ 0.367(FILTERW)0.2967, resulting in a large trapping
efficiency for a 30 m filter width. It is evident from
Figure 4 that weather stochasticity presents a large var-
iability in losses of sediment, N, and P from the water-
shed. For the majority of the BMP scenarios, the
median losses of water quality constituents were less
than the losses under the current watershed manage-
ment conditions, indicating that these BMPs can be
expected to decrease NPS losses of sediment, N, and
P from pasture areas. However, under extreme weather
conditions, the maximum constituent losses for some
BMP scenarios, especially for overgrazing manage-
ment, are even greater than the maximum losses
under the baseline scenario, indicating that overgrazing
management should be avoided to see any improve-
ment in the water quality. Uncertainty in baseline
losses of sediment, total N, mineral P, and total P
from pasture HRUs, as indicated by a coefficient of
variation (CV) was 0.95, 0.4, 0.58, and 0.67, respec-
tively. Similarly, ranges of CV for predicted losses
of sediment, total N, mineral P, and total P
from pasture HRUs due to weather stochasticity were
0.79–1.28, 0.56–1.11, 0.61–0.84, and 0.7–0.86, respec-
tively. A large CV for constituent losses under baseline
conditions indicate that weather uncertainty must
be considered when evaluating BMP performance
or when setting up goals for water quality improve-
ment due to BMP implementation. More details of
the reduction rates of nutrient losses from those 171
BMPs and the amounts of nutrient losses possibly con-
tributed by weather uncertainty can be found in
Chaubey et al.18

3.2. BMP effectiveness assessment

SWAT model runs using Condor enabled us to quan-
tify interactions among BMPs and to evaluate whether
they had synergistic or contrasting effects when imple-
mented concurrently in the watershed. For example,
Figure 5–7 show the interactions among grazing
(no grazing, optimum grazing, and over grazing),
non-amended poultry litter application rates in the
watershed (1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 tons/ac), and timing
of poultry litter application (spring, summer, and fall)
on total sediment, N, and P losses from the pasture
areas and from the entire watershed, respectively.
A total of 27 BMP scenarios were selected and grouped
by different grazing management for representing the
interactions among different BMP categories. Each dot
represents the median of simulation results for each
selected BMP scenario under various weather condi-
tions, and the dashed lines show constituent losses
when no poultry litter is applied. An increase in inten-
sity of grazing management (from no grazing to over-
grazing management) resulted in increasing
constituent losses in the watershed. Both N and P
losses from pasture areas increased with an increase
in litter application rates. While N losses were great-
est for fall litter application for all grazing manage-
ment, P losses were not sensitive to litter application
timing for no grazing and optimum grazing manage-
ment. The interaction effects between litter applica-
tion timing and grazing management on P losses
indicated that low-intensity grazing management
had greater impacts on P losses than litter applica-
tion timing. When all 171 BMP scenarios were com-
pared together, buffer strips were the most important
BMPs affecting the losses of total N from the pasture
areas, and litter application timing, buffer strips, and
grazing management were the three most important
BMPs affecting the losses of total P.18

3.3. Challenges encountered in the Condor
applications of the SWAT model

While Condor enabled us to efficiently perform thou-
sands of SWAT simulations to comprehensively eval-
uate BMP performance, their interactions and the
impact of weather stochasticity on water quality, sev-
eral challenges were encountered during this applica-
tion. We have briefly outlined these challenges to
benefit the modeling community, who may be inter-
ested in similar applications.

3.3.1. Submitting a large number of jobs at once
may lead to system overload and job
termination. At the beginning, 1000 weather data sim-
ulations were planned for each BMP scenario.

Gitau et al 9
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Figure 4. Performance of 172 best management practice scenarios on total sediment, total nitrogen, mineral phosphorus, and total

phosphorus losses in the watershed under various weather conditions. Horizontal lines represent median and maximum constituent

losses under the current watershed conditions (baseline scenario) due to stochasticity in weather conditions.
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However, with 1000 simulation jobs submitted to
Condor, it took 10–15 days to complete these jobs
because of the policy to lower a user’s priority when
jobs requesting more than 200–300 processors are sub-
mitted at once or if other jobs are waiting in the Condor
queue. In this application, submitting 250 jobs for three

scenarios (i.e. a total of 750 jobs) resulted in a consid-
erably shorter completion time than submitting 1000
jobs for only one scenario. Table 2 shows the summary
of Condor performance for various job submissions.
Usually, we noticed faster turnaround times during
weekends, indicating that the jobs were getting a

Figure 5. Performance of selected 27 best management practice scenarios with no buffer zone on total sediment loss from pasture

areas and from the entire watershed.
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higher priority when fewer users were submitting
Condor jobs. In this case, there was no quick fix and
the jobs were completed based on the priority assigned
to them during the submission.

3.3.2. Making a large number of SWAT runs in the
Condor environment requires a large data storage
space. In many applications, all the information
printed in the SWAT output files may not be needed,

Figure 6. Performance of selected 27 best management practice scenarios with no buffer zone on total nitrogen loss from pasture

areas and from the entire watershed.
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and thus a post-processor can be written or SWAT
code can be modified to only print the data that are
needed, thus effectively reducing the total data storage
requirements. For this study, we first modified the

SWAT code to remove text headers and redundant
(with respect to this study) columns, thus printing
only the required output. We then developed a post-
processor in MATLAB� that reduced each HRU

Figure 7. Performance of selected 27 best management practice scenarios with no buffer zone on total phosphorus loss from

pasture areas and from the entire watershed.
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output file from 57 MB to 7 MB and each watershed
output file from 2.3 MB to 15 kB, respectively. In addi-
tion, we could not store all the original output files in
the project directory that handled all Condor runs,
because they required more than 2.5 TB of storage
space. We thus moved these files to an alternate archi-
val directory.

3.3.3. Post-processing of output files was time
consuming. The BMP scenarios were first generated
on a local Windows machine and each BMP scenario
folder contained more than 7000 SWAT input files.
In order to facilitate the transfer of SWAT input files
to the remote TeraGrid resources, each BMP scenario
folder was compressed before file transfer and then
uncompressed. It took approximately 10 minutes to
uncompress this folder. Three BMP scenarios, a total
of 750 SWAT runs, were submitted as a batch job to
the TeraGrid–Condor system. These 750 SWAT runs
normally completed within 2 hours. After the SWAT
runs of each BMP scenario were completed, the three
primary output files (output.hru, output.std, and
out.out) were transferred back to the host machine
(PC). Due to the different sizes of output files, down-
loading time for 250 output.hru (size: 57MB/out-
put.hru), 250 output.std (size:0.4MB/output.std),
and 750 out.out (size: 2.2MB/out.out) files was 62, 4,
and 12 minutes, respectively. Post-processing of out-
put.hru files using MATLAB code was the most time-
consuming step, which was used to obtain the monthly
and annual water quality values from different land
uses at the sub-basin level. Due to the complexity of
the post-processing step it was done on local com-
puters, instead of faster TeraGrid computers.
Therefore, it took 13 hours to complete the post-
processing for one BMP scenario and approximately
two weeks to complete all BMP scenarios using five
computers simultaneously. Further modification of
the SWAT code is recommended to provide flexibility

in generating only the required output, thus reducing
considerably the file size and possibly eliminating the
need for post-processing.

4. Summary and conclusion

Assessment of impacts of watershed management deci-
sions on water quality frequently requires running com-
plex watershed models. However, the computational
time required to evaluate uncertainty from various
input data sets or a decision matrix can be very high
and may not be feasible if only a few computers are
available to run hundreds of thousands of model sim-
ulations. In this study we integrated the SWAT model
into the Condor environment running on TeraGrid, a
large network of computers. More than 43,000 model
runs were performed to evaluate impacts of various
BMPs and weather uncertainty on water quality.
These model runs were efficiently performed in a few
days using the high-throughput computing Condor
framework. If we had to complete these runs on
single desktop computer workstations (Intel Xeon
2.8-3.5 GHz dual core processors, 2.5 GB of RAM,
250þ GB disk), the same runs could have taken
2.5–3.3 years to complete. With greater emphasis to
evaluate the efficacy of various BMPs and to fully
quantify parameter and output uncertainty, there is a
need to perform such evaluations efficiently. The
approach demonstrated in this study can be used in
other watersheds or other complex models and can
potentially reduce the model run time considerably.
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